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Abstract—Finite model finders give users the ability to specify
properties of a system in mathematical logic and then automat-
ically find concrete examples, called solutions, that satisfy the
properties. These solutions are often viewed as a key benefit
of model finders, as they create an exploratory environment
for developers to engage with their model. In practice, users
find less benefit from these solutions than expected. For years,
researchers believed that the problem was that too many solutions
are produced. However, a recent user study found that users
actually prefer enumerating a broad set of solutions. Inspired by a
recent user study on Alloy, a modeling language backed by a finite
model finder, we believe that the issue is that solutions are too
removed from the logical constraints that generate them to help
users build an understanding of the constraints themselves. In
this paper, we outline a proof-of-concept for live programming of
Alloy models in which writing the model and exploring solutions
are intertwined. We highlight how this development environment
enables more productive feedback loops between the developer,
the model and the solutions.

Index Terms—Relational Model Finders, Live Programming

I. INTRODUCTION

The expressibility of software modeling languages has

greatly expanded and the automated analysis over these models

has reached a point of efficiency where we can reason about

real world systems [34], [9], [22], [68], [13], [43], [12], [64].

However, software models are not widely adopted because

there is still the bottleneck of writing the specification. While

a formal methods expert can write the specifications, there is

no guarantee that the expert will understand the domain area

well enough to accurately capture the intricacies of the system.

Ideally, the software architect would write the specifications.

Unfortunately, modeling languages are notoriously difficult

to learn, which is compounded by software modeling toolsets

that lag behind the state-of-the-art for integrated development

environments (IDE) [2], [27], [52]. Most notably, modeling

toolsets lack quality feedback. For instance, when a model is

executed, the main result presented to the user is often a simple

boolean result: either the analysis over the model is satisfiable

or unsatisfiable. This does not give users enough context

to answer the question “did I write my model correctly?”

Additionally, a number of features that aide in composition,

such as code completion, are almost universally absent.

To address the feedback issue, there has been a rise in the

creation of finite model finders, where users write a software

model of their system’s design and the finite model finder

then produces concrete examples of behavior allowed by the

model [25], [37], [30], [6], [16], [18], [59], [50]. In this paper,

we will refer to the output of finite model finders as solutions

and the logical constraints that are executed as software
models. Clearly, in place of a boolean result, these solutions

provide more context to the user about the behavior of their

model. Furthermore, besides helping validate software designs

[35], [42], [68], [65], [11], these solutions have been used to

test and debug code [17], [36], to repair program states [51],

[67] and to provide security analysis of systems [60], [1], [3].

While these solutions are often mentioned as one of the

core benefits of finite model finders, users have found them to

be less helpful in practice [69], [33], [14]. A long held belief

is that there are too many solutions, which can overwhelm

the user. As a result, there is a whole body of work [53],

[55], [47], [46], [54], [41] dedicated to trying to reduce the

number of solutions, often by creating additional criteria a

solution must adhere too, such as minimality [41]. However,

a recent user study found that users often abandon these

tailored enumerations in favor of the default enumeration [14],

implying that users want more solutions to explore to better

understand their model and thus their system. Furthermore,

another user study with a mix of novice and expert users

found that all users struggled with inspecting solutions and

in turn, refining the model based on the solutions. Therefore,

as a community we have been solving the wrong problem.

Our theory is that the solutions, while visually approach-

able, are too divorced from the logical constraints that form

the model to actually help the user follow up on the question

“did I write my model correctly?” Finite model finders do

not convey why solutions are generated, only that they are
generated. As a result, finite model finders place the burden

on the user to determine how the abstract constraints they are

writing ultimately influence the concrete solutions. Our vision
is that a live programming environment, which interweaves

writing the model and evaluating the model, is the answer

to turning the solutions enumerated by finite model finders

into constructive feedback, which in turn, can make software

modeling approachable to the average software architect.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this paper, we illustrate a live programming environment

for the modeling language Alloy [25]. Alloy enables the

specification of both structural and behavioral properties in

the form of relational, first order and linear temporal logic

constraints. Alloy is packaged in an automated analysis en-

gine, the Analyzer, which utilizes Pardinus [31], a temporal

relational model finder, to enumerate solutions.
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(a) (b) (c)

1. one sig Queue { var head : lone Node }
2. var sig Node { var link : lone Node }
3. fact WellFormed {
4. always all n : Node | n !in n.^link
5. always all n : Node | n in Queue.head.*link
6. }
7. pred dequeue {
8. head' = head.link
9. all n : Queue.head.^link | n.link = n.link'
10. }
11. run dequeue for 3

Q0

N0 N1
link

head

Q0

N1

head
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Fig. 1. Alloy Model of a Queue Data Structure

To highlight the limitations of the current model develop-

ment process, consider the following model of a queue data

structure seen in Figure 1 (a). To start, the user would write

the model in the text editor portion of the Analyzer. Signature

blocks introduce atoms and their relationships (lines 1 - 2).

The keyword var indicates which portions of the model can

change between states. For example, line 1 introduces a named

set Queue and defines a mutable relation head that expresses

that each Queue atom has zero or one (lone) node at the

start of the queue. Users can write named formulas in fact

(fact) blocks, which have to be true for any solution found,

or predicate (pred) blocks, which have to be true for a solution

if the predicate is invoked. To outline well-formed queues, the

user specifies no node is reachable from itself (line 4) and all

nodes are in the queue (line 5). To outline dequeue, the user

specifies the new head of the queue is the second node in the

queue (line 8) and there are no other changes to the order of

the nodes in the queue (line 9).

When the user is ready to check their constraints, the

user executes the run command on line 11. The Analyzer

will then use Pardinus to search for all satisfying solutions

such that dequeue and WellFormed are true using up to 3

Queue atoms and 3 Node atoms. These solutions are rendered

graphically in a separate pop up window, where the user can

iterate over the solutions one by one. To illustrate, Figure 1

(b) and (c) display the first two solutions the Analyzer finds. If

the user encounters a malformed solution, the user now knows

that their model allows for behavior she intended to prevent.

The user then returns to the text editor and tries to update

their current constraints to prevent the malformed solution.

However, as the user makes edits, the only way to know the

impact on the solutions is to re-execute the command and re-

start the enumeration and inspection process.

In this workflow, the burden is on the user to mentally visu-

alize the impact abstract constraints will have on the concrete

shape of the solutions, as editing the model and enumerating

solutions are distinct tasks. However, if we could integrate

writing constraints with the construction of the solutions, then

users could witness the impact of their constraints in real time.

III. LIVE PROGRAMMING FOR FINITE MODEL FINDERS

In this section, we outline our proof-of-concept of a live

programming development environment for Alloy. First, we

Fig. 2. Prototype of Suggestion Box for Formula Completion

introduce suggestion boxes that provide formula completion

suggestions with concrete illustrations of how each of the

suggested formulas would behave. Second, we highlight two

different development views that a user can toggle between:

(1) a dynamic Enumeration View, which presents the broad

impact across all possible solutions and (2) a Focus View,

which presents the narrow impact on a single solution

A. Formula Completion Suggestions

Code completion, such as presenting valid API calls to

make on an object, is a common feature in many integrated

development environments (IDE) that is a lightweight inter-

vention to help users efficiently compose their programs. The

equivalent concept for a modeling language would be formula

completion where we distill for the user valid extensions

of the formula they are actively writing. We have begun

developing a series of rules for formula completion based on

using grammar and type rules to produce valid extensions.

For instance, a relational join “a.b” will default to the

empty set if there is a type mismatch between a and b, e.g.

link.head which joins types (Node×Node).(List×Node)
will always be empty while head.link, which joins types

(List×Node).(Node×Node) will not. Therefore, if the user

starts typing “link.” we do not want to suggest head as

a continuation, but we would want to suggest link if the

user is typing “head.”. In addition, within Alloy we have a

lightweight mechanic for constraint checking through the Eval-

uator, a toolset carried over from KodKod [58]. This allows

us to provide more context by annotating our suggestions with

their actual value over a solution of the user’s choosing. We

combine completion suggestions with projected values into the

concept of a suggestion box.

To illustrate, consider the user trying to capture “all nodes

in the queue except for the first node” – which is the domain
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Fig. 3. Prototype of Enumeration View

of the quantified formula from dequeue. On their own, the

user may struggle to determine the order to place the relational

joins and whether to use reflexive transitive closure (‘*’) or

transitive closure (‘^’). Figure 2 highlights how our suggestion

box can aid the user in composing this domain. As the user

types “Queue.head.,” the only built in set from the base

model that does not produce an empty set is link. There-

fore, the suggestion box populates with link and common

extensions of link. With the added context of the value of

these extensions over a solution, the user can determine that

“^link” likely matches their intention.

In our final live programming IDE, we plan to enable the

user to swap the solution, which will update the projected

values. For instance, the user could update the solution in

Figure 2 to a queue with 3 nodes, and the difference between

selecting “link” and “^link” would be revealed. In addition,

we plan to explore how to make more complex suggestions

by generating our own set of common formula templates.

RexGen, a relational algebra expression generator [62], can

produce formulas to further populate our suggestion boxes.

However, in practice, RexGen produces too many formulas

to use as is. Therefore, we plan to use a recently published

corpus of all Alloy models on Github [21] to distill common

templates for formula structures, which we will combine with

RexGen to produce a small collection of complex suggestions.

These common formula templates can also be utilized for other

research, including the new but active field of automated repair

for Alloy [61], [7], [10], [23], [71].

B. Enumeration View

The main goal of live programming is for users to get

instant feedback while changing their program. For an Alloy

model, this feedback is the collection of all possible solutions

enabled by their model. Therefore, as the user adds constraints

to the model, the user is constantly shifting the boundary of

valid and invalid solutions. To bring this changing boundary

to the forefront, our Enumeration View actively display two

sets of solutions side by side with the text editor that update

every time the user’s edits create a model that compiles: a

set of valid and a set of invalid solutions. This is inspired

by a recent user study that found that novice users better

understood pre-written Alloy constraints when presented with

a combination of valid and invalid solutions [19]. The user

study, while a promising result, used hand selected solutions.

Our live programming environment will instead generate these

solutions automatically. Since we are working with logical

constraints, we can go beyond simply asking “what solutions

are valid?” and “what solutions are invalid?” Instead, we can

present four categories of solutions to the user: two valid

categories – (a) solutions that remained valid and (b) solutions

that are now valid, and two invalid categories – (c) solutions

that stayed invalid and (d) solutions that became invalid. This

is possible since we can use Alloy itself to compare and

contrast two formulas. For instance, for two iterations of a

formula (A and A’), we can execute the following command

to get category (a) “run {A and A’}” and “run {!A and
A’}” to get category (b).

To illustrate, Figure 3 shows the Enumeration View

that would be produced if the user went from a faulty

dequeue predicate in which the user used reflexive transi-

tive closure to specify the domain of the quantified formula

(“Quene.head.*link” to the correct dequeue predicate in

Figure 1 (a). Since each category would be maintained by

a command, the user can enumerate solutions within each

category. However, to avoid too high of a computational

overhead, we will first use constraint checking to see if

the currently displayed solution for a given category is still

representative. If not, then we will generate a new solution.

C. Focus View

While the output of a model is the collection of all solutions,

as a user builds a model, it is not uncommon for the user

to have a handful of key solutions in mind that the user

is expecting to confirm that their model should generate or

prevent. In fact, the adhoc practice of outlining a solution

within a predicate to reason over individually was distilled

into a unit testing framework [55]. Leaning into this practice,

the Focus View allows the user to see the impact on a single

solution as they write their constraints. Within the Focus View,

the user selects a solution and labels whether the solution

is expected to be valid or invalid for their model. As the

user writes, we constantly display the solution and it’s current

behavior (valid or invalid). As a result, the user is actively

aware of any changes that result in discrepancies.

Furthermore, we use Alloy to provide debugging informa-

tion to aid the user in understanding the current boundary

between the solution the user expects to be valid (or invalid)

and the behavior the current model prevents (or enables).

The debugging information comes in two forms. First, for a

solution s whose behavior violates its expectation, we present

the closest valid (or invalid) solution to s. We can generate

the closest behavioral solution using a Partial-Max-SAT solver.

For instance, for a solution that is expected to be valid but is

not, we can make the hard constraints those enforced by the

model and the soft constraints those outlining s. To provide

even more context, we can also automatically decompose the

difference between s and the closest behavioral solution by

presenting a breakdown of all the formulas in the model in

which the two solutions produce different truth values. This

evaluation breakdown can be done efficiently by turning the

Evaluator from a black-box toolset into a white-box toolset
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Fig. 4. Prototype of Focus View

that presents the intermediate evaluations discovered along the

way to producing the final truth result.

To illustrate, Figure 4 shows the Focus View in action. The

first pane is the text editor where the user just added the faulty

quantified formula for dequeue with the incorrect domain

mentioned in the Enumeration View example. In the second

pane, the user has the solution from Figure 1 (b) in view. This

solution was valid when the user only had the formula on line

7 written; however, after adding the formula on line 8, the

solution is now prevented. Therefore, the third pane displays

the current closest valid solution, which reveals to the user that

their formula results in valid behavior when the queue starts

with one node but not when the queue starts with two nodes.

The final pane shows a breakdown of the faulty quantified

formula across the two solutions. This breakdown reveals to

the user that their current model incorrectly includes the first

node in the quantified domain.

IV. FUTURE PLANS

To bring our live programming environment from a proof-

of-concept to a reality, there are two high level problems to

address throughout. First, while we have initial prototypes,

we will need to refine the design of our interfaces to ensure a

smooth transfer of knowledge without overwhelming the user

with too much information. In addition to how we present

information, there is also a question of what information is

best to present. For instance, for the starting solutions in

our Enumeration View – Should the solutions be as close to

one another as possible across categories? Should we present

maximal solutions to convey more context or is this too

cluttered? Given the usability focus of this work, it is important

that these decisions be vetted through active engagement with

novice and expert end users. To that end, we plan to conduct

multiple user studies as we build out our live programming

framework. We anticipate using students as novice users and

active members of the Alloy discourse group as expert users.

Second, we need to produce responsive implementations of

these interfaces. Across our different live programming de-

signs, we often take advantage of Alloy itself to add rich infor-

mation, such the value of suggestions or generating boundary

solutions. However, Alloy’s runtime is not nominal. Therefore,

we need to utilize existing optimizations and develop our own

to ensure that the tandem presentation of solutions does not

make the development environment sluggish. For instance, our

final backend implementation of the Enumeration View will

need to be carefully designed. There are existing bodies of

work for incremental analysis of Alloy models, which can help

ease the runtime overhead when we need to explicitly search

for new solutions [4], [70], [26], [63]. In addition, we can look

for opportunities to use constraint checking to determine the

impact of changes in order to delay, or even avoid, invoking a

SAT solver for all interfaces. Along the way, we also expect

to port the Analyzer codebase from Java to facilitate better

implementations of these visual interfaces.

V. RELATED WORK

Live programming is an active research field [56], [38],

[28], [39], [32], [5], [15], [20], [66], [45], [8], [24], [44]

that has been applied to variety of imperative, declarative

and functional languages. To the best of our knowledge, live

programming for modeling languages has only been explored

for finite state machines [57], [49]. Our suggestion boxes are in

the same spirit as projection boxes for Python, which display

the live value of variables [29]. The research most closely

related to our work for Alloy is (1) Amalgam [40], which

uses provenance chains to inform the user why a specific

tuple does or does not appear in a solution and (2) abstract

instances [48], which decomposes a solution into the parts

present to satisfy the facts versus the parts present to satisfy

predicates. Both of these aim to help the user understand why

a solution was generated, and are complementary work that

could be incorporated into a live programming environment

to provide on-the-fly explanations of solutions.

VI. CONCLUSION

Currently, the disconnect between the logical constraints

that form a model and the graphical solutions that get produced

by the model prevent users from utilizing solutions to bet-

ter understand the logical constraints themselves. This paper

presents the concept of a live programming environment for

Alloy that interweaves writing and evaluating a model. Our

proof-of-concept highlights how the interconnection of these

two artifacts enables users to fully address and follow up on

the question “did I write my model correctly?”
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